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This training will help participants to understand the value and potential of graphic facilitation in
making their current and future activities more attractive and accessible to local youth. Participants will
familiarize themselves and better understand different youth work approaches, and they will be
prepared to introduce visual approaches to their youth work. This project will not only lead to an
improvement of participants' graphic facilitation skills but will also change participants' way of thinking
and make them self-confident in communication and coaching other people. It will expand participants'
ability to turn ideas into actions. It involves creativity, innovation, and risk-taking, as well as the ability to
plan and manage projects in order to achieve objectives. The participants are going to be aware of the
context of their work and they will be able to seize the opportunities that arise.

PROJECT
SUMMARY
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DATES

ARRIVAL DATE DEPARTURE DATE
October 15th

The bus will take us back to the pickup
point in Bratislava.

08 -15/10/2022

You have 3 travel days before and 3 travel days after the project

October 8th
We will start with dinner together.
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BREAKFAST SESSION 1 SESSION 2 LUNCH BREAK

SESSION 3 SESSION 4 DINNER EVENING 
PROGRAM
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DAILY 
ORGANISATION
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digiwork

INTERCULTURAL 
NIGHTS
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Some of the evenings will be intercultural nights. You are more than welcome to bring
anything that represents your country the best.

MUSIC 

STORIES PICTURES

GAMES

DANCES

FOOD
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Taxi will not be reimbursed
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Coming to Vienna airport is the best and easiest way.
Although Bratislava is your final destination, Vienna
airport has much more international connections. The
airport is just one hour from Bratislava and the buses to
Bratislava - Slovakia are going frequently. For  public transport use imhd.sk:

https://imhd.sk/ba/public-transport

HOW TO GET TO SLOVAKIA

VIENNA AIRPORT

BRATISLAVA AIRPORT
Bratislava airport is located close to the city center.
From airport to the city center you can use public
transport.

According to ERASMUS+ program rules, we will reimburse the travel costs on
the basis of most economic options (second class, railway tickets etc.) 

We will reach the venue all together from Bratislava by
private bus. More information about the pick-up time and
meeting point will be provided later.

HOW TO REACH THE VENUE

TRAVEL
08 - 15/10/2022
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2

AUSTRIA

SLOVAKIA

SPAIN

LITHUANIA

POLAND

GREECE

TURKEY

NORTH 
MACEDONIA

country budget per 
participant

country

Travel budget is calculated according to distance calculator - https://erasmus-plus.ec.europa.eu/resources-and-tools/distance-calculator

budget per 
participant

TRAVEL COSTS

From each participant's
budget, approximately
30 €  will be deducted
for the bus to and from

the venue.

All travel proposals need to be sent to the hosting organization
till the 8th of September on oz.student.era@gmail.com

275 € 

23 € 

275 € 

275 € 

210 € 

360 € 

210 € 

275 € 
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FOR REIMBURSEMENTS WE NEED

REIMBURSMENTS

According to Erasmus+ rules, we must keep all the invoices, flight
tickets, boarding passes for correct financial reporting of the
activities. You need to attend to all the activities of the training
course to get the refund.

Each participant needs to keep all the tickets and
boarding passes for reimbursements - online, and if you will
get any paper tickets - keep them and make a picture of

them.

TICKETS

Keep in mind that Ryanair boarding passes
will not be visible on the app/web after the
flight. We need a whole boarding pass - not
just a screenshot. Please download all the
boarding passes and tickets in pdf before the
flight. 

We need all invoices and emails
confirming the purchase of any kind

of tickets, test, visa, etc. Keep
everything in pdfs online.

INVOICES & CONFIRMATIONS
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TESÁRE
During the project, we will stay in the amazing sports
area Tesare. Around the venue, there are many
sports fields, grass areas, and chill areas.

website: https://www.relaxtesare.sk/

The venue is surrounded by amazing nature. Each room
has its own bathroom. Participants will be divided into
rooms of 3 by gender.
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FACILITY
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WHAT TO 
BRING

PASSPORTS

PERSONAL DOCUMENTS

VISA INSURANCE CURRENCY

To enter Slovakia, you need a
valid identity document (passport

or identity card).

If you need a Visa, make
sure you apply for it as soon
as possible - it can take a
long time. If you need an
invitation or confirmation

letter from StudentERA
please let us know by mail 

 on
oz.student.era@gmail.com

As a member of the European Union,
Slovakia has agreements for the
recognition of insurance systems.
Please bring this card with you.

Organizations from Turkey and North
Macedonia must ensure that their

participants have issued
appropriate medical insurance valid
on the dates of the training course
and travel days. Additionally, travel

insurance is a must for
all participants. 

 
Travel insurance will not be

reimbursed.

The currency in Slovakia is the
euro. It's always good to have

some cash near you. Please
change money before coming to

Slovakia.
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WARMER
 CLOTHES ELECTRONICS HYGIENE & 

MEDICAMENTS
PLUGS
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October in Slovakia is a colder
month. Please pack warm
clothes and a waterproof

jacket.
 

Before traveling check:
https://www.accuweather.com
/en/sk/tesare/1263009/weat

her-forecast/1263009

Please bring all your necessary
electronics.

Please bring your own hygiene
and medicaments. Towels and
hairdryers will not be provided.

Plugs in Slovakia are the most
common in Europe. They are:

V230 - 50Hz 

WHAT TO 
PACK

WHAT TO PACK
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BRATISLAVA
Bratislava is an amazing historical
city. Despite soviet history, Bratislava
was a crown city for old Austrian
kings. In Bratislava, you can see 2
castles, many cathedrals, one of the
nicest art galleries on a separate
island and so much more. Don't
forget to taste national cuisine and
especially - "halušky".

WHY SLOVAKIA
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We are looking forward to meet you 

oz.student.era@gmail.com
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